
They runned to him and find him 
but he was in a house so they 
open the door quickly and said 
who is here they hear steps and 
said dont move! They here more 
steps and a watch TV attacked  
the kids but Zack kicked the TV  
and it stoped. 
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Dont mess with me kids the kids 
saw him and attacked but they 
didnt met and Toneri cant teleport. 
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Whats that? Thats a house with a  
power loose network. Network? 
You cant use ure powers cause i 
can do that cause i can protect all 
things so  did that from network 
But i broked this the guy with the 
water powers came. And he throw 
of water and he was on the bottom 
and knocked out thank you dude 
no problem whats ur name ? 
Raikiro Tensei 
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Dont mess with 
us 

Zack,Ashley and Toneri came 
back to new york and had to stop a 
new bank robber was in new york. 
And robbed a bank so Zack Toneri 

and Ashley said we have to stop 
the robber the peopels money is 
really important for the peopel.  

 FIRE 

HEALING  

SPEED 

and someone got  

Water but we dont know who but if 
its this robber it will be harder but i 
dont think he is it  so lets find him 
they used the laptop and entered 
new york bank robber they found 

him and clicked him and find 
details clicked it there was 

standing dont mess with me. 
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Dont mess with me what is he a 
beast? No but some peopel say 
that he cant rlly fight but he is 
strong  what does that mean? He 
can program things. 
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Things like what? Like a garbage 
can and how with controllers or 
laptops and more thats unfair we 
are unfair we got  super powers 
thats right so lets just look for more 
details ok and where we can make 
a detail searching wepside and 
how leave it to me said Zack. 
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Zack was tipping how to make a 
wepside he found it and 
downloadet a app and find him he 
started a gps for the robber and he 
was close he was on the second 
bank. 
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